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X-TREME AND JURRASSIC!
Mondays... often pictured as a dreary grey 1990's office cubicle with
a sales clerk face-planting his Windows 98 computer keyboard with
monotonous angst (perhaps wearing a T-shirt underneath his suit
with Garfield stating he too 'Hates Mondays')... is viewed as
something far more uplifting by Meadowcroft's Gallery and Primary
pupils. That's right guys, Monday means trip day!
This week, the Gallery, Primary and staff were yet again whisked
from lessons to lasers on the afternoon of February 25th. Xscape in
Castleford, as cool and 'X-treme' as its name suggests (yes, I’m an
adult), is and always will be Meadowcroft's go to venue for photonic
warfare.
Blue team. Red team. 2 sides, 1 mutual goal... obliterate the enemy
cell. Blue Team consisted of our own: Mr Brennan, the Veteran.
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Brandon, the flash (literally, this boy was faster than his lasers).
Dillon, the scout. Kieran, both the distraction... and the distracted.
Josh (a Hubber), thought to be our own, was in fact the great
betrayer as he mercilessly joined forces with the opposing red team.
Mr Brennan, known for his musical talents gave his team the
following advice; "laser tags like a gig... ya keep playing until the
crowd drops dead". It has become clear that his enthusiasm, first
considered to be a harmless reconnection with his inner-child, was
perhaps the indication of a previously undisclosed military past (I
have my theories). It was ultimately his ruthless tactics in the field,
followed by a devoted team that allowed the blues to seize
dominion. However, Josh made a significant impression, garnering
the most kill shots overall. Recently admitting that he's grown out of
Star Wars (impossible, but whatever), Josh almost proved it with his
pin-point accuracy (he certainly doesn't shoot like a Storm Trooper).
Ultimately however, Harem, Matthew, Freddie and Bradley had the
right idea as they opted to play round after round of Dinosaur Golf.
That's right ladies and gentlemen... Jurassic Golf. Cue John Williams’
score please.

